
Reading Practice 
Changes in International Commerce How ethics and fair

trade can make a difference 
The purpose of international commerce is to buy things from and sell things to people in
other countries. Hundreds, and indeed thousands, of years ago, this actually worked quite
well. People who travelled to foreign lands, often by ship, would take with them items for
trade. Agricultural countries would, for example, trade olive oil or wine for weapons or other
worked items. All that needed to be negotiated was a fair’price’for the items. (How many
axes is a barrel of oil worth, for example?) Currency did not enter into the first deals but,
even when it did, few problems existed to complicate matters barring disagreements over
the value of goods.

Today, fixing a fair price remains at the centre of international commerce. When we look at
the deal from the point of view of the seller, market research must determine the price at
which the goods will be sold. This may vary greatly from country to country and people are
often surprised to see exactly the same item for sale at two or three times the price it sells
for in another country.Taxation and local government controls are sometimes behind this,
but often it comes down to the fact that people in poor countries simply cannot afford to pay
the same amount of money as those in rich countries. These are the things a seller has to
bear in mind when preparing a price list for goods in each country.

In most cases, the purpose of setting a suitable price is to sell the maximum number of
units. Usually, this is the way to guarantee the biggest profit. One exception is in the selling
of luxury or specialist goods. These are often goods for which there is a limited market
Here, slightly different rules apply because the profit margin (the amount of money a
producer makes on each item) is much higher. For instance, nearly everyone wants to own
a television or a mobile phone, and there is a lot of competition in the area of production,
forcing the prices to be competitive too. The producers have to sell a large number of items
to make a profit because their profit margin is small. But not everyone wants to buy hand-
made jewellery, or a machine for sticking labels onto bottles.This enables the producer to
charge a price much higher than the cost of making the item, increasing the profit margin.
But at the heart of any sale, whether they sell many items for a small profit, ora few items
for a large profit the prime motivation for the producer is to make as much profit as
possible.

At least, that was the case until relatively recently when, to the great surprise of many,
companies started trading without profit as their main objective. Ethical trade began as an
attempt to cause as little damage as possible to the producers of raw materials and
manufactured goods in poor countries.This movement put pressure on the industry to see
to it that working conditions and human rights were not damaged by the need for poorer
people to produce goods. In short, it drew to the world’s attention the fact that many poor
people were being exploited by big businesses in their drive to make more profit.

There have been many examples throughout the developing world where local producers
were forced by economic pressure to supply cash crops such as tea, coffee and cotton to
major industries. These people are frequently not in a position to fix their prices, and are
often forced by market conditions to sell for a price too low to support the producers and
their community. Worse still, while the agricultural land is given over to cash crops, it robs
the local people of the ability to grow their own food. In time, through over-production, the
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land becomes spent and infertile, leading to poverty, starvation, and sometimes the
destruction of the whole community.

Fair trade policies differ from ethical trade policies in that they take the process a stage
further. Where ethical policies are designed to keep the damage to a minimum, fair trade
organisations actually work to improve conditions among producers and their communities.
Fair trade organisations view sustainability as a key aim. This involves implementing
policies where producers are given a fair price for the goods they sell, so that they and their
communities can continue to operate.

Although many big businesses are cynical about an operation that does not regard profit as
a main driving force, the paradox is that it will help them too. With sustainability as their
main aim, fair trade organisations not only help the poorer producers obtain a reasonable
standard of living, but they also help guarantee a constant supply of raw materials. This
form of sustainability benefits everyone, whether their motive is making a profit or
improving the lives of the world’s poorer people.
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Questions 1-5

Classify the following as being a result of A fair trade policies B ethical trade policies C a
country being poor. Write the correct letter, A, B or C.

1.....................    Manufactured goods are obtainable at a lower price than elsewhere.

2.....................   Harm to producers of raw materials is minimised.

3.....................   Human rights are respected.

4.....................   Land is not used to produce food for the local population.

5.....................   The local community has more chance of survival.

Questions 6-10

Complete the flow chart below. Use NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS from the passage
for each answer.

Companies carry out 6..................... to decide the price that their goods are sold at in each
country. The prices of the same goods can vary in different countries because of
7..................... or taxes. The 8..................... is finalised, depending on how much
customers in a particular market can afford. To ensure a profit, manufacturers aim to sell
the 9..................... of a particular item. Manufacturers can have a higher profit margin on
luxury or specialist goods which often have a 10.....................

Questions 11-14

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D.

11   According to the writer, what might early traders have disagreed about?

A the comparative values of the goods

B which currency to use for their deal

C which items they wanted as exchange

D the quality of the goods being traded 

12   What is the main consequence of a product being in demand?

A higher prices

B smaller profit margins

C fewer items being produced

D less market competition 

13   How might an agricultural community be destroyed?

A because companies in richer countries steal from them
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B because they ask an unrealistically high price for their produce

C because they over-use the land in order to grow cash crops

D because the crops take much too long to grow 

14   The word paradox in the final paragraph refers to the fact that

A poorer people will become richer than the people who run big businesses.

B by being cynical, the big businesses have helped produce a result they do not want.

C the suppliers of raw materials will sell them to big businesses for a huge profit.

D big businesses will gain from these policies although they don’t support them. 
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Solution:

1. C 8. price list

2. B
9. maximum
number

3. B 10. limited market

4. C 11. A

5. A 12. B

6. (market) research 13. C

7. (local) government
controls

14. D
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